
         You didn’t get into your top college...

Tips on handling your rejection letter

Acknowledge your feelings, and let yourself grieve (just a bit)

 Maybe you had gotten really excited (or even confident) about the school, and now it won’t 
happen. That feels awful and sometimes hurtful. So allow yourself a couple days to grieve 
the loss—cry, wallow, and even shred/burn your rejection letter.

 Just try not get stuck in “What ifs” - These can drive you crazy! And make sure you don’t let 
yourself get wrapped up in feeling bad for too long. Grieve, but then move forward.

Try to remember: It’s not personal

 Almost every senior receives at least one college rejection letter, so you’re not alone. For 
many, it’s just one (unfortunate) part of the college process

 It doesn’t mean you didn’t deserve it. At many colleges, there are more deserving 
applicants than there are available spots.

 A college rejection is not a rejection of who you are. Your college app didn’t 100% represent 
all the facets of who you are and what makes you great.

Get excited about your acceptances

 Most students who didn’t get into their top-choice college end up still enjoying the school 
they do attend.

 If you were accepted by another (or even several other) colleges, get excited about those 
other options. Read through their websites, to remember what you liked about those 
schools and why you originally applied to them. Speak to students about why they like the 
college. Even buy a college t-shirt or water bottle, and start feeling the school spirit!

Remember the logistics ahead

 In addition to emotionally moving forward, remember that there are likely a bunch of 
logistical things you still need to do too, like accept your admissions, pay a deposit fee, 
submit required documents, and keep track of deadlines  to apply for student housing or 
attend orientation

 Beyond just getting admitted, you also need to think about paying for college   - Make 
sure you have a college financial plan (yes, #adulting). For most students, this plan is a 
combination of grants/scholarships, family contributions, personal savings, student loans, 
and a part-time job. Make sure you have all of that lined up! 


